Drug Combination Promising for Enteric Parasite Infections
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PARIS (Reuters Health) Nov 01 - A shortFind out how inhibiting multiple signaling pathways
course of a novel drug combination is
I may result in a dual-action antiproliferative and
effective as first-line and salvage therapy for
i antiangioge~~ eff:~~earn m ~_______
difficult-to-treat enteric parasite infections,
researchers reported at the 15th United European G~stroenterology Week (UEGW),
Dr. Antony Wettstein, a gastroenterologist and endOscopist at the Centre for Digestive Diseases in
Sydney, Australia, pointed out that "the presence of enteric parasites is often overlooked as a
significant contributor in patients presenting with irritable bowel syndrome-like gastrointestinal
symptoms."
He presented results of combination treatment in 73 patients with diarrhea, bloating and nausea who
were ,positive for either Blastocystis hominis (Bh), p~mf:1agiliS (Of), or both.
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Results showed that 41 (82%) of 50 treatment-naive patients achieved cure confirmed by negative
stool test results 4 weeks after completing treatment, and 19 (82.6%) of 23 patients who had failed
prior therapy with resistant infections also achieved cure with negative stool test confirmation.
Symptoms largely resolved upon completing treatment. Among the 60 patients who achieved
parasite eradication, 48 experienced immediate resolution or improvement in GI symptoms posttreatment. Persisting symptoms in the remaining 12 patients were due to other pre-existing GI
conditions.
Treatment was well tolerated.
Dr. Wettstein cautioned that a possible drawback to the study is that only patients with concomitant
conditions or those whose symptoms did not resolve with treatment returned for follow-up
consultations.
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